This paper presents a physical model and its mathematical expressions (partial differential equation group), which are to be used to calculate the optimum velocity distribution on blade surface. The method is based on the theory of boundary layer and the calculation of cascade loss, and to employ the Pontijagin maximum principle as well as the new optimum techniques in applied mathematics. In this paper, a computing method of optimum velocity distribution along the blade surface in 2-D incompressible flow is presented by analysing and solving the equation group, and then by using the method which is presented by Zou Zixiang (1976), and through a logical analysis, a new method has been offered, which can converted from an optimum velocity distribution along the plane stream surface of incompressible fluid flow into that of an arbitrary stream surface of revolution in compressible fluid flow. 
ABSTRACT:
This paper presents a physical model and its mathematical expressions (partial differential equation group), which are to be used to calculate the optimum velocity distribution on blade surface. The method is based on the theory of boundary layer and the calculation of cascade loss, and to employ the Pontijagin maximum principle as well as the new optimum techniques in applied mathematics. In this paper, a computing method of optimum velocity distribution along the blade surface in 2-D incompressible flow is presented by analysing and solving the equation group, and then by using the method which is presented by Zou Zixiang (1976) , and through a logical analysis, a new method has been offered, which can converted from an optimum velocity distribution along the plane stream surface of incompressible fluid flow into that of an arbitrary stream surface of revolution in compressible fluid flow. 
INTRODUCTION
The optimum design of cascade means that the loss of kinetic energy or total pressure of the designed cascade will be smallest possible in given conditions. This is a difficult problem, because there exists a very complicated relation between all the parameters. It is almost impossible to find out a mathematical expression in normal calculus of variations. It is a proposition of "Phase" and "Control" constraint with multi-inequalities in mathematics. The normal calculus is not very much helpful in dealing with this problem. In recent years the advance in applied mathematics, especially the optimum control theory, has made it easier for us to solve this problem. A general description of cascade optimum design theory in 2-D incompressible flow was summerized by Liu Gaolin (1977) . From the papers of Papailiou (1971), Citavy (1974), and Shuang Huo, (1972) , we can find a simplified method of calculation of the cascades in 2-D compressible flow. The experiments showed that the results was good. The physical model in this paper is to simplify the complicated problem by first breaking up it into a series of sub-problems, in which there exist weak relations between these subproblems, and then solving them respectively. In other words, we first calculate the optimum velocity distribution along the suction side of blade profile, and then obtain the profile of the blade which must satisfy the given conditions, i.e. the above-mentioned optimum velocity distribution and the thickness distribution of the blade section, and which must also satisfy the constraints of strength, viberation, cooling, and technology, etc.. A closed end of the blade section is a prerequisite for a proper determination of the velocity on the pressure side. This determination is, of cause, not optimal. In this paper we put emphasis on the above-mentioned first step, and we have studied a few methods of calculation, such as the methods of boundary layer presented by Buri,of cascade loss shown by Stewart (1955) and in my paper (1976) , etc.. The modern calculus of variations including the famous Pontjagin maximum principle, and the 'principle of constraining separate'
as well as the 'principle of sectional maximum' in optimum technique, also were used. The optimum velocity distribution on blade surface in 2-D incompressible steady flow is first calculated, and then it is extended to that of the compressible flow on an arbitrary surface of revolution. Moreover, it is still true that the transformed optimum velocity distribution remains at its optimum. The methods presented in this paper can also be applied to the optimum design of two-dimensional compressor blades, as well as long thin revolutionary bodies of axial symmetry.
Equation (3) was derived from equation (22) presented by stewart (1955) . We suppose that the momentum thickness of pressure side is much smaller than that of the suction side. Let X=0 then (0)=0; So the Poyff Function S, which is to be minimized, can be written: S = C(xL) where the xi. represents the value of outer edge terminal point. If we want r>mk (mk=cons.) in the condition of S approaching minimum, the change of S will be greater than 0, i.e. AS>0. The necessary condition of AS>0 is to satisfy AH<O, i.e. the change of Hamilton function H is caused by the change of controled variable r, such as AH must be smaller than zero, AH<O.
According to our specific situations, Hamilton Function can be represented as follows:
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where the coefficient of control variable r is called switch function K: The Proposition of the Problem
Is to obtain an optimum velocity distribution on the blade suction side for the given conditions: inlet and outlet angle Bi, B2 ; stage angle B y ;the velocity circulation and boundary layer's inseparable condition. The kinetic energy loss or total pressure loss of the designed blade cascade, which corresponds to this velocity distribution, must be smallest possible. The analysis of cascade loss Stewart (1955) and myself (1976) have proved that a minimum energy loss coefficient of cascade A mi n happens simultaneously with a minimum momentum thickness 6lmin at the outer edge of the blade. The above-mentioned proposition of the optimum problem can be converted into the calculating of the minimum momentum thicknesslmin and both the results are equivalent.
The Application of Differential Equation and the Maximum Principle.
Assumptions: the flow fluid is Newton's fluid with viscosity;the flow is adiabatic, steady, compressible, and the flow in boundary layer is full turbulent. Based on these assumptions, we get following governing equations, which are the momentum integral equation of incompressible turbulent boundary layer, Buri's form function, and the differential equation of the target function r , which is the additional state variable .
To satisfy the minimum necessary condition AH<O, from equation (4) constraint is presented by ; In the calculating procedure, let the outlet velocity equal to the exhaust velocity: Wf(XL)=WfL . As above analysis, we can get eight equations (Equation (6) consists of three equations), and there are eight unknown variables Wf, 6, K, H, Pl, P2, P3 in the equations, so that the equations are closed.
To our specific situation, the sign of K can be obtained by analysis. Therefore, it is not necessary to calculate the additional variables Pi, only to calculate equations (1-3).
To Solve the Differential Equation Group:
Combine (1) 4 XX -Xt) -t-e(xt)R,9(x0v4Ro (/0)
where (A-BP)=D, F=6(xt)R9(xt) f/4 . When x=xL, the additional constraint condition Wf(XL)=WfL must be satisfied. Xt is an integral initial point, it is the intersection point joining the two parts of solution.
b).f'> mk (means that /' is not constrained).
When the is not constrained, it can be considered as a normal calculus of variations, i.e. to calculate the calculus of variations of al m i n • From (9) and (2) (1) If the initial and final velocity is given, and the constraint of boundary layer's inseparation is added, various optimum velocity distributions are all shown in Fig.l where aa"L, aL'L, aa0 a8 L respectively correspond to optimum velocity distribution of ia ,c45L , . If 15 lies between cpa and ch , the optimum velocity distribution, for instance the a'iL, consists of three parts: 'descending-flat-descending';and, if 0. ranges from to op°, it consists of three parts of 'descending-frat-upright'; if cfis between cfa and Chp, it is made up of two parts of 'flatupright.' Here, c15-1(10 represents the smaller between cmax andli m, the flat part of max is just equal to the velocity circulation when Wf max is in 'two parts distribution.' (2) If the initial velocity is unknown, but the final velocity is given, the optimum velocity distribution is discussed as follows: when lies between ' 004 , and 4i , the optimum distribution is only aa'L in Fig.2 , but is not the three parts type of a' a" a'" L or a' a" a'" L. Up to now, we have 1 1 1 1 2 3 studied the components of various optimum velocity distribution, and get the constraint of velocity circulation, i.e. if the initial velocity is given, then siCKF, , if it is not given, then 4p =r4f=-4.E, Here, 450 =min (46x, 4). In order to improve the condition of flow on the -head of the blade, a transitional section from 0 to X 0 is added in Fig.2 . Meanwhile, to have the velocity at X 0 being smooth, we select sin distribution in the range of (0, X/2), so the maximum from stagnation point "0" rising to X 0 is Wf=Wfmaxsin (7172 (x/x o ))• Fig.2 The initial velocity is not given OPTIMUM VELOCITY DISTRIBUTION ON BLADE SURFACE OF COM-PRESSIBLE FLOW ON THE ARBITRARY SURFACE OF REVOLUTION By using the transformed method expressed by Ager (1958 ), Loichanski, Zou Zixiang (1976 , the boundary layer parameters and velocity distribution of 2-D incompressible flow can be converted into that of arbitrary surface of revolution of compressible flow, and then we have zoo oc x) , a, =figfro, X, where the T(x) is normal thickness of stream sheet, the sign" represents 2-D compressible flow parameters, while the sign' represents incompressible ones.
In the following part of the paper, we are going to prove that the optimum velocity distribution on the blade surface of 2-D incompressible flow, after having been converted into arbitrary surface of revolution, is also the optimum velocity distribution on the blade surface.
By analysing and studying the calculating method of cascade loss coefficient and momentum thickness expressed in the papers of Stewart (1955) and Zou Zixiang (1976) , it has been proved that the minimum loss coefficient of energy on blade of 2-D incompressible flow j'happens at the same time with the minimum of momentum thickness at outlet boundary layer 8i and similarly we have the other responding parameters whose minimum appears simultaneously: 2-D compressible E" with and arbitrary revolutionary surface E with 0.
By employing the method put forward by Ager (1958) , Stewat (1955 ), Zou Zixiang (1976 , we can also prove that the minimum of both 4" with el , as well as E a with 0 appears simultaneously. Since 07=7;0, so E a with 4, 4" with 4 and E a with 0.; will finally get their minimum at the same time. In tine final analysis, after converted into that of arbitrary surface of revolution the velocity distribution remains optimum velocity distribution on the blade surface. On the other hand, C Ea, so 4 cannot be obtained by transformation, it must be calculated (-1)/27,v4:5,9,A) where a=( Ap/A".t )
2 H 32 , b=V-,4 Cot Casje, ; e=H12 ; K is adiabatic index.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In the calculated example of this paper, the "Flatdescending" two parts type of optimum velocity distribution has been used. The results are show Fig.3 and 4. The momentum thickness distribution obtained according to the optimum velocity distribution is shown in Fig.4 . Meanwhile, the corresponding kinetic energy loss coefficient on suction side is 4=0.0119. But in one of my previous papers (1974), the 4=0.0138. It shows that the loss coefficient obtained by using the methods recommended in this paper is smaller than that of any non-optimum designs. The results are compared with those shown in Citavy's paper (1974) , both are similar, they both are of the "flat-discending" two parts type of optimum velocity distribution. But the velocity which at the point Xt is discontinuity in Fig.5 . It can be also seen from Fig.6 that the momentum thickness obtained according to the optimum velocity distribution is smaller than the measured results shown by N.X. Chen (1977), which is not an optimum designed cascade. It shows that the optimum designed cascade has better efficience than the non-optimum designed one. 
